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piece of code obfuscation where the password is hidden by the program itself and can only be found by the right deciphering
tools and the original author of the program. In this case, the folder name has been changed to remove all the static strings that

you can see on the folder name itself, so all you can do is guess the right translation. 1. Field of the Invention The present
invention relates to a cargo container and particularly to a crate type cargo container suitable for use as a private motor vehicle

cargo container. 2. Description of the Prior Art Heretofore, the cargo containers used for transporting freight have been for
commercial use, and are customarily designed to meet the requirements of the specific purpose for which they are used. In the
specific instances of a commercial freighter, for example, the shape and size of the container is usually defined in accordance

with the need to maximize its stowability and economy of space in the transporting vehicle, and its construction is closely and in
many cases even exclusively related to the internal flow patterns of the vehicle. The need for functional safety is also a

consideration in such freight containers; but without the availability of such safety features as fire and smoke vents, standards
for functional safety are not met by such freight containers. Consequently, the construction of such freight containers has been

in many cases dictated by the specific needs of the purpose for which they are used. Cargo container manufacturers, their
customers and users have recognized the need for a cargo container which can fulfill the requirement for safety in transport. It is

a desideratum of such a cargo container that it incorporate functional safety features which do not detract from the desired
characteristics of simplicity, stowability and economy. FIG. 13 of the accompanying drawings shows a crate type cargo

container according to the prior art which is commercially available from Van Doorne Industries of British Columbia, Canada,
under the trademark ALUXX. This crate is of rectangular shape as viewed in plan and has a width
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